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St Luke’s Church 1864, Whyteleafe Hill: including the churchyard with boundary walls, lych gate, war memorial, gravestones and mature trees. The
church is in red brick with flint and stone detailing and a belltower. The north transept (1968) and west porch (1981) have blended new designs with
the original. The church has a strong connection with the defence history of CR3, as some of the aircrew from RAF Kenley killed in the Battle of
Britain are buried in Airmen’s Corner.

4. Neighbourhood Character Areas
These are areas where the individual heritage assets have a collective value, generally one of historic meaning, such as a town centre. Some have
already been designated by TDC (as Conservation Areas and the Harestone Valley Area of Special Residential Character). The remainder are
identified as locally-significant under the Neighbourhood Plan. The purpose of all these areas is to conserve and enhance what is best about them
and to ensure that new development supports that, and indeed creates new character features. Equally within the town centres there is the
opportunity to use the surviving historic character proactively, to assist regeneration and a sustainable future.

4.1 Caterham Hill Parish
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Conservation Area (Guards Barracks): all original buildings, perimeter wall and other military features eg:

Conservation Area (RAF Kenley): all original buildings and other military features e.g.:
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Neighbourhood Character Area (Hill Historic Core): Manor Avenue (part) and all properties both sides of Church Road, Park Road, High Street and
Town End. It is an area of distinctive local character that represents the historical evolution of Caterham from a medieval church, manor and farm
nucleus into a village and the present town. Although there have been several inappropriate poor quality 1960s/80s developments, sufficient of the
original buildings remain to retain a strong sense of character and place. The nationally and locally designated heritage assets can therefore make a
significant contribution to regeneration, particularly along the High Street which is rather run down. Part of it is also a SCC Area of High

Archaeological Potential.

Manor Avenue
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High Street
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Park Road

Neighbourhood Character Area (Queens Park): the park and all properties on the north side of Queens Park Road. The park was set out in 1900 to
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commemorate Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee. It has a connection to the military history of Caterham via memorials to the Boer war, which was
then a recent conflict. The distinctive Edwardian character, layout and setting of this area (including vistas to and from the park) should be conserved
and enhanced. It includes supporting Local Character Features –the White memorial drinking fountain (1899), Borer memorial ambulance station
(1902), Wilson memorial clock tower (1954), original iron railings to Church Road and the south corner, WWII air raid shelters; and the generous
Edwardian villas that were built to face the new park. The park landscape and planting including mature trees are also notable features.
Beech planted in 1900 to commemorate relief of Ladysmith
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Opening of the ambulance station in 1903

4.2 Caterham Valley Parish
Area of Special Residential Character (Harestone Valley): TDC has recognised the particular significance of this area within the Local Plan, having
published an assessment of its key characteristics and separate design guidance to safeguard them (both in March 2011).

Neighbourhood Character Area (Valley Historic Core): the Congregational Church and all properties northwards in Harestone Valley Road to
Station Avenue; all properties in Station Avenue, including East Surrey Museum; all properties in the Square and Godstone Road up to and including
the Miller Centre and St John’s Church; all properties in Croydon Road up to and including nos. 81-87 and 82. This area encompasses the traditional
retail and commercial core of the Valley. Here there are still surviving Victorian, Edwardian and pre-War buildings of architectural variety and visual
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appeal, reflecting the gradual development of the frontages. This variety has been a key characteristic of the evolution of both Hill and Valley since
the arrival of the railway in the mid-19th century.
A number of rather ugly, poor quality post-War buildings have detracted from the visual amenity (particularly along the west side of Croydon Road)
contributing significantly to the somewhat run-down appearance of the main streets. Despite this the streetscapes still contribute local character and
interest. Over time there is an opportunity to replace them with high quality new buildings to designs that are in keeping in terms of architectural
variety and scale. The older buildings, if conserved and enhanced, have the potential to act as a catalyst for regeneration and economic vitality.
A good example is the surviving Edwardian streetscape on Station Avenue; including the station façade and nos. 9-29 Station Avenue opposite
(Grand Parade, The Estate Office, Post Office, Lloyds Bank and the building on the corner of Harestone Valley Road) forming the important first
impression of Caterham Valley to those arriving by train. Similarly Godstone Road, The Square and the east side of Croydon road retain sufficient of
the Victorian, Edwardian and pre-War frontages to give a collective character, with St John’s Church acting as a visual hub, in terms of views from
the town centre.

Godstone Road
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The Square
Station Avenue
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Croydon Road

Neighbourhood Character Area (Dome Hill): 4 and 6 Gravelly Hill, 16 War Coppice Road and all properties in Weald Way, Woodland Way, Dome
Hill, Dome Hill Peak and Aldercombe Lane. This area contains some of the best examples of 20 th century residential housing in CR3. It is
complements the adjacent Harestone Valley Area of Special Residential Character. The first phase (in Gravelly Hill, War Coppice Road, Weald Way
and Woodland Way) was styled War Coppice Garden Village (also Woodland Village), as shown on the 1896 and 1912 OS maps. This consists of
Arts and Crafts houses in a characteristic black and white style being built up until the 1920’s. The second predominant style, seen mainly in Dome
Hill, Dome Hill Peak and Aldercombe Lane is the 1930’s rusticated cottage. These have individuality and build standard well above that of the
repetitive streetscapes from volume builders of the period. A study has highlighted the architect Leo Williams who designed with a remarkable
variation in detail and a high degree of authenticity using quality materials such as hand-made clay tiles, old bricks and oak framing. It concluded
that as a result these streets form a unified and extremely attractive area of perhaps the finest 1930’s Tudor to be seen anywhere (The Houses of

Caterham Valley, Peter Saaler, 1982). Many buildings retain these original features with alterations mostly in keeping, so that despite the gradual
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addition of more recent houses the area retains a strong historic presence. Visual amenity is aided by a sense of spaciousness, and by mature
gardens and specimen trees. The conservation and enhancement of these character features should be encouraged so that (for example)
replacement roofs and modern extensions are sympathetic and infill development is not too large, dense or visually intrusive.
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Weald Way and Woodland Way
The Woodland Village c 1920
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Dome Hill, Aldercombe Lane and Dome Hill Peak

4.3 Chaldon Parish
Conservation Area (Historic Core): taking in the medieval and later village nucleus around the church, manor and vicarage. The rural character is
reflected in part of it being defined as an Area of Great Landscape Value in the TDC Local plan. Part of it is also a SCC Area of High Archaeological
Potential.
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4.4 Whyteleafe Parish
Neighbourhood Character Area (semi-rural): all properties in Portley Wood Road, Salmons Lane, The Avenue and Church Road (including the portal
formed by St Luke’s Church and Whyteleafe School). Apart from the addition of occasional low density 1930s-50s houses and Whyteleafe Football
Ground this area has changed little in a hundred years. It retains a semi-rural landscape with tree-lined roads that still have the appearance of
country lanes, giving glimpses through to fields beyond. It also contains many individual heritage assets, being characterised by Victorian mansions,
the associated lodge houses (of considerable architectural variety) and by fine Edwardian Arts and Crafts houses. It adjoins and complements the
fine public open space of Manor Park which has the same historic character, being the location of the former Caterham Manor. Parts of the
Neighbourhood Character Area and its surroundings are designated as Green Belt (most of it), Potential Sites of Nature Conservation Importance
and Wooded Hillside in the TDC Local Plan. These may be taken as forming its landscape setting, reflecting the semi-rural character. Any change
here will need to be carefully managed so that development reflects the special character of the area, particularly in terms of density, mass and
height. The trees and woodland belts here are also important for visual amenity, screening and wildlife habitats.

Church Road:
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Portley Wood Road:

Salmons Lane
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Neighbourhood Character Area (urban centre): all properties in Station Road and St Luke’s Road and Godstone Road (as far as the roundabout).
The urban centre of Whyteleafe (around The Square and south along Godstone Road) has fewer remaining buildings that reflect its Victorian and
Edwardian origins, than do the town centres of Caterham Hill and Valley. Arguably that makes those original buildings that do survive here more
important in conserving what is left of local individuality, historic interest and visual appeal, in ways that can assist regeneration.
In tree-lined Station Road there are still Victorian/Edwardian villas that add period charm and retain original details. Nos. 9-11 for example have
wrought iron gates that were almost certainly made in the village blacksmiths nearby. The sloping ground also adds interest to the street scene,
providing views upwards to the spire of St Thomas’. This 1960s church forms a landmark that contributes architectural variety and does not
dominate the earlier streetscape. The views downhill add the open backdrop of the wooded hill slopes on the opposite side of the valley.
St Luke’s Road contains some of the best remaining buildings, the early (c 1866) flint and brick group consisting of the former butchers, blacksmiths
and wheelwrights premises. Together with the Whyteleafe Tavern and its flint outbuildings they still provide a visual link to the Victorian village.
Because of the valley slope new development needs to preserve the present open views and glimpses between buildings, through to the hill slopes
beyond. For example, the open car park at the junction of Station Road and Godstone Road is contributing views both up-slope towards St Thomas’
and downhill, framing the flint buildings in St Luke’s Road.
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Author: George Dennis, October 2014
Main sources: Bourne Society publications particularly the Village Histories of Caterham (1997), Chaldon (2002) and Whyteleafe (2006), and The
Big houses of Victorian Caterham (2011); websites: www.old-maps.co.uk for historic OS maps; www.exploringsurreyspast.org.uk and Francis Frith
Collection for old photographs.
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